
'TWIX BRUSH AND CANVAS

by Gwen Lord

Frustration filled the air, far below Central Park, for the seventh time in as many weeks. The normal calm of 
their home tunnels and chambers had, quite out of the blue, become a place of raised voices and short 
tempers, as Father prepared to go Above yet again! 

For over twenty years, Jacob Wells had been happy, by and large, to remain in a sort of self-imposed exile, 
detaching himself from the world Above from a world which had rejected him and all his plans and hopes. 
However, of late, the unbelievable had happened. Jacob Wells had ended his exile and gone Above not once, 
not twice but, including tonight, seven times.

Nobody minded Father gong Above, as he, better than anybody else, knew the dangers if he was caught "up-
top." Hadn't he lectured everybody on this very subject frequently? Yet nobody was prepared for Father, a 
normally gentle, kind and tolerant man, to suddenly become so irritable, short-tempered and unreasonable.

Clearly, there was a great deal on his mind. It was William who made the first move by calling on Pascal in the 
dank deep places where the pipes came together from all over New York, Manhattan and Queens, to express 
his concern. So down in his chamber, William asked Pascal to alert everyone through the pipes that there 
would be a meeting of the senior residents of Below to discuss a matter of great importance. Together, the 
two men talked at length about how changed the head of this community had become since he had taken to 
wearing his suit, hat and highly polished shoes for his ritual of going Above.

"Do you think he is going to leave us, William?" asked the small, gentle and almost elf-like Pascal as, between 
words, he listened on the pipes to relate all the messages exchanged across the city which was the only way 
the inhabitants of Below could communicate with one another.

"Leave? Father? Never, my friend! But I would dearly like, no love, to hear the real reason he had become 
so..."

"Frustrated."

"Impatient."

"Secretive."

"My feelings entirely," agreed Pascal.

"So we need to hold a meeting to decide what needs to be done," said William, arranging his apron over his 
ample stomach. Patting it as if agreement had already been reached, William turned to leave.

"Maybe, Mouse and Elizabeth could throw a light on the situation?" Pascal said, looking up briefly from his 
beloved pipes.

"Elizabeth rarely sees anyone and Mouse ... well, Mouse is Mouse and the least said about him and that unruly
racoon of his, the better!" he quipped, as he stooped to exit the low doorway which Pascal's father had made 
for his small in stature family, Pascal having inherited the family physique.



"Yes, maybe you are right!" he agreed.

"See you in the Great Hall in, say, twenty minutes and don't forget. You and your pipes, you tend to forget the 
time."

"I'll be there, I promise."

"You'd better be or I'll ... I'll ..."

Pascal smiled. William's laughter echoed round the tunnels as he went on his way.

*****

The moon made long shadows across Catherine's balcony from the plants, chairs and table which furnished 
the small, tiled area. Catherine sat on the arm of her "dinky little couch," as Joe lovingly called it, waiting for a 
different shadow to appear. Almost within a heartbeat, a huge shadow devoured the smaller ones, followed 
by a familiar face at the window accompanied by a gentle tap, tap.

"Vincent," she called with feeling.

"Catherine," he replied as if the very word conjured up a magic of its own.

Leaving her room, Catherine opened the balcony door and slipped out into the cool, mild, moonlit night. His 
arms were outstretched, extending the welcome which no-one else could ever give her, as she pressed her 
small body into that of this huge, gentle giant of a man.

"Oh, Catherine, Catherine... I live for these moments, they are so measured, but maybe because of that we 
value them so very much more."

"Yes, Vincent, that is so true. My days are so full, so tiring and so demanding that only when I am in your arms 
do I find the peace I need."

Looking up, she smiled as Vincent planted a kiss on her hair, then her cheek and finally her waiting lips.

"You smell wonderful, Vincent, what is it?" Catherine asked.

"Something Father has taken to wearing of late, Catherine. I believe it is called 'Brut'." 

"So, why are you wearing it? You know I love the fragrances that are you, musty smells, the smells of 
candlewax and leather." She nuzzled closer.

"I hoped, Catherine... If I brought this ... fragrance to you, then maybe you could help us all unfold a mystery."

"A mystery, Vincent, what mystery?"

"It's Father. He has taken to going Above."

"Above? Father?" Her eyes were now wide with surprise.

"Yes, Catherine, Above."

"Do you know why?" she questioned.

"No. All he does is brush his topside clothes and bite our heads off." 



Vincent released his hold on Catherine and started to pace to and fro across the balcony.

"We are talking about Jacob?" she confirmed.

"The very same, Catherine."

"There has to be a perfectly logical explanation for his behaviour. It is not like him - and after two years I feel I 
know him fairly well."

"William called a meeting last night while Father was Above for the seventh time, but we came to no 
conclusion."

"Have you asked Mary what she thinks, Vincent?" Catherine asked with new and eager hope.

"No, no I haven't, simply because these days Mary is as elusive as Father. She didn't even spare the time to 
attend William's emergency meeting. It has come to something, Catherine, when the older ones are a worry 
and the younger ones are trying to understand it all," he chuckled, revealing his fangs.

"I wish you smiled more often, Vincent, so I could  kiss your open lips and your teeth..."

"Please, Catherine.... control yourself," he chided, lovingly.

"Well, if you want my advice, I would ask Mary. She and Father are such old friends and quite close in age."

"Hmmm, hmmm," Vincent agreed, nodding at Catherine's words. "Thank you for your advice, Catherine, I will 
go Below now and see what I can find out from Mary."

"Don't go, Vincent, please!"

"Then come with me, Catherine," he urged.

"Right, I will," she agreed.

"See you at the threshold in... two ticks," and she was off into the bedroom, leaving Vincent to make his way 
down the side of her apartment building and thence to their secret meeting place.

A little later, they walked along the endless dark tunnels Below, lit only by torches set at various points along 
the rock face. Their feet kicked up the dust, which lay in lines down the centre of each tunnel, covering their 
shoes with fine sand.

"Father cleans and cleans his shoes, Catherine," he said, as he saw the dust swirling each time they passed a 
wall torch.

"Well, wherever he is going, he couldn't come this way, Vincent, not to cover clean shoes with this dust!" 
Catherine snapped back in true courtroon fashion. "Think about that, Vincent."

"I, therefore, rest my case," Vincent smiled.

Once the old tunnels were behind them, a golden glow shone down each pathway almost like a welcome ray 
for the weary traveller, as the home chambers came into view.

"Is that you, Vincent?" Father's voice was strained.

"It's Catherine and I, Father. Do you wish to speak to us?" Vincent asked as the two of them entered Father's 
study hand-in-hand.

"Ah, Catherine, how delightful to see you, my dear," he said as he rose to greet her.



"Are you well, Father?" she inquired.

"Well... yes, I'm well, thank you." 

He looked very guilty, Catherine thought, so she continued her line of attack.

"Is that a suit I see hanging up there, Father?"

"Er, well, yes. It is what I wear when I go Above."

"Yes, I do remember when Margaret sent that message to you in the paper and... sent it to you in a bottle."

"Er, ump... true, but..."

"You're not getting into trouble again, are you, Father? Last time, Catherine had to pull so many strings for 
you... ?" Vincent asked.

"No, of course not!" the older man assured them.

"It all seems so mysterious," said Catherine as she sat down in the old over-stuffed and oft-repaired leather 
chair.

"Nonsense, there's nothing mysterious about it. It's just... I have... things to attend to, and now if you will 
excuse me, I must get ready."

"Are you going Above tonight, Father? It's raining very hard," Catherine urged.

"When needs must, my dear. Vincent, have you found out who stole my handkerchief?"

"No, Father, and I cannot believe anyone stole it."

"Hrrrrmph!"

"I will help you look for it," Vincent offered.

"That's a good idea, Vincent." Catherine agreed, sounding relieved at the chance to leave the men together for
a chat.

"Very well, Catherine, I shall be here when you return. Where are you going?" he asked curiously.

"Don't be nosey, Vincent," she teased, as she hurried through the doorway.

"So, Father..., " Vincent made an attempt to find out some facts.

"So, Vincent," Father replied as he peered over his spectacles, fixing his glare directly on his son.

"Ah, hrmmmm," he sighed. "Ah..."

"What is the matter with you, Vincent? If you have something to say, then say it!" the older man chided.

"We are... worried," he stammered.

"Worried, Vincent, about... me?" he queried, as he removed his spectacles and nervously began cleaning them
with a newly-laundered handkerchief he had taken from the deep pocket on the inside of his cloak, which 
hung close to his left knee as he sat in his favourite chair.

"You're worried about me, are you? Well, don't be. Nothing to worry about," he said, trying to sound calm.

"I'm afraid there is cause for worry. It is not only me, us, who are worried, Father... it is all of us here Below. 
We have noticed a change in you, with all this going Above so often after being Below for so long," his voice 



trailed off as he awaited Father's explanation.

"I'm not in any trouble, Vincent, if that is what you think. Please, let me put your mind - minds - at rest on that 
score." He smiled weakly.

"Then tell me, Father, tell me what is the reason for all this secrecy."

"Sometimes, Vincent, parents are entitled to have secrets from their children!" he said, putting the grey 
handkerchief back in his pocket.

"But we are not children, Father, and we appreciate situations."

"Sure. I know that, Vincent."

"Well, then... " Vincent tilted his head slightly to one side in a questioning manner awaiting some response.

"No, Vincent, you have to trust me. You, Catherine, all of you, trust is a two-edged sword and I trust you so 
you trust me - end of problem."

"Not quite, not quite. Your going Above is acceptable, understandable even, but your mood swings indicate 
worry, pressure and uncertainty - and we care, we really care, Father."

Vincent came and put his arm around Jacob Wells, and Father wished that his son would not put him through 
this, as very soon, all would be revealed...

*****

As the next two weeks came and went, so Father continued his trips Above and he tried hard, so very hard, 
not to show his unease at going Above.

It was as May eased its way into June, that Father stopped going Above and all seemed to return to the 
normal way of life in the Tunnels, far below Central Park.

Vincent stood on Catherine's balcony looking out at the magical skyline of tall buildings of various shapes 
silhouetted against the almost inky blackness of the night sky. Some windows within the buildings were lit up 
on various floors as night cleaners prepared the office blocks for the oncoming day. Vincent exhaled a sigh.

"What is it?" Catherine asked him as she eased her arm around his waist and the two of them looked out at 
the sight spread before them.

"Your world is so... beautiful, even without the daylight. I treasure moments lke this, it is all so... at peace."

"I feel it too, you know. My days are so hectic and quite crazy. Then I come home, open my doors and stand 
here, as we are now, and a peace comes over me. It never used to, before you came into my life, but you 
showed me how to appreciate all I used to take so much for granted. I will always be grateful for that, 
Vincent."

"Thank you, Catherine, but you have also made me see things I hadn't noticed before. You opened my eyes to 
so much, to things I never believed possible, for me, being who and what I am... " His head dropped forward 
as tears sprang into his eyes.

"We found each other, Vincent, we need each other. That is the miracle, truly it is," Catherine turned and 



kissed Vincent on the cheek.

"Oh, yes," was all he could reply, as truly his heart was too full to put into words his completeness.

"I think we should go now, Catherine. I, we, have stayed too long here already. Father will be worried for us if 
we are much longer."

"Yes, I'll get my coat, Vincent, and see you at my basement in five minutes." 

With that, Vincent left Catherine's balcony as she closed the balcony doors, picked up her coat, switched off 
the light and closed the door behind her. She headed for the lift and as she entered it ,she saw Brian who lived
in the building and who Catherine knew had a crush on her. So they chatted away until Brian got out and 
Catherine continued her descent into the basement of her apartment block.

As Vincent and Catherine walked hand-in-hand along the dimly-lit and dusty tunnels, Catherine told Vincent of
her trip in the lift with Brian and how he was growing into a fine young man. They spoke of the time Brian had 
followed Catherine Below once, and how since then Brian would come Below to see friends and enjoy some of
their gatherings. He had been accepted as one of them.

"One day he will be a Helper, I know it," Vincent confided.

"He has a good heart and respects us all."

"Yes, he has a new life, a new family and whenever life Above is too much to bear, it will be a haven, a place to
return to, as I have found, Vincent."

The sounds of violins playing now familiar music greeted them around the next bend and in the distance the 
warm amber glow welcomed the lovers home.

"Ah, there you are, Vincent!" his father greeted them warmly.

"Father."

"Come, come, come, hurry. I thought you had forgotten. We agreed a time and it is well past that now."

"Sorry, Father," Catherine interrupted.

"We got carried away with the sights and sounds from my balcony."

"Sights and sounds, you say? Well, come this way for more sights," he spoke almost in a whisper.

"Lead the way, Father, and we shall follow."

As they entered the huge cave and started down the stone steps to descend to the Great Hall, so the winds 
which escalated down each tunnel met at this point. It was both windy and noisy, so noisy in fact that it was 
hard to hear anything for the noise of the wind and the dust which was blowing about. It made it hard even to 
see as they protected their eyes with their hands to help them travel down the steps towards safety. 

Once at the doors of the Great Hall, Father knocked and William opened up one door just enough to let the 
three of them ease through and then he closed it behind them leaving it all behind. Inside, it was almost 
churchlike in its peacefulness. Everybody was there in this massive hall which was used only on special 
occasions, like Winterfest or some other such festivity. Now the violins were stilled and everyone sat waiting.

What's going on, Vincent?" Catherine asked in a whisper.

"I think we are about to find out," Vincent confided, as they made their way to the front seats.



"Sit here, both of you, then we can begin," Father said as he lay his cane on the table and leaned against the 
large, carved table.

"As you know, dear friends, I have been going Above of late, a thing quite unheard of until recently, and you 
have been worried for my safety, knowing there are people up there still looking for me. This had been 
worrying for me also... hence my nervous behaviour - and I do apologize for worrying you. However, as you 
can see, all is well. I am back safe and sound and my visits Above are over, which brings me to why I've asked 
you here today."

Heads turned and voices exchanged whispers in a low hum of anticipation and interest.

"Many years ago," he chuckled, "too many to recall I fear, I found a woman I loved deeply. I saw her briefly 
one day getting out of a taxi near the Chittenden Research Laboratory where I worked. She was so beautiful, 
my heart took wings. Every day after that, I looked for her but never did I see her until a full year had passed 
and there she was again. I made haste to speak to her, not wanting another year to go by before I saw her 
again." Once more he chuckled and those listening smiled as well.

"We were married three months later. I had never been happier. I had a woman to love, a job I adored - but 
life Above enjoys knocking us, as we all know only too well, and so my happiness was short-lived. Margaret's 
parents were extremely wealthy and disapproved of our marriage and her parents decided to take matters 
into their own hands and bring about events to end it all.

“I was, at the time, the head scientist at the Chittenden Research Centre and I was working on papers about 
nuclear energy. I had been involved in it for many months and when I handed in my findings, Margaret's father
was waiting and held an emergency meeting claiming my findings were stolen. The committee had no 
alternative but to try me in court and I was found guilty of misconduct by the Un-American Committee and I 
was struck off. I was completely innocent, but her father had power, as well as wealth. I couldn't get work, so I
could not provide for Margaret and so she left me and went back home. My money soon ran out and I was 
forced to take to the streets and hence my demise here. 

However, my partner at the laboratory was a fair man, named Louis, and even though he had spoken up for 
me at the tribunal, he was outvoted. He knew I was innocent and he couldn't live with the fact that he had 
been an unwitting part in it all. Consequently, he also left the laboratory. Some six months ago, a Helper 
Above got a message to me that Louis was trying to find me and he alerted me to this inquiry. Alarm bells 
started ringing and I feared for our safety here. What if this man found me? Anyway, I did finally go Above and
met him," his eyes lit up with the memory of the meeting.

"It was like turning the clock back over thirty years. He told me that the injustice I had suffered had haunted 
him day and night, and because of it he had given up the work he loved, as I had done, and he took up 
painting. He had lived a lonely life in a shack near the Bronx, almost like a hermit. Sadly, he only sold enough 
of his artwork to keep him alive and spent many fruitless and lonely years of rejection. Finally, his art began to 
earn him money and one day, whilst clearing out an old box of papers and photos, he came across a photo of 
he and I taken in the lab, toasting our success at a recent discovery. From the now yellowing photo, he began 
to paint me, his old friend, and the question of where I could be, if still alive, started to gnaw away at him. He 
made secret inquiries and that is how we met up again." 

Father stood up and stretched his legs, then sat on the corner of his desk and continued.

"I began to tell him of my new life and we exchanged confidences and secrets, like we did so many years ago. 



Then he said a very strange thing. He said he was dying and all his possessions, which did not amount to a 
great deal, were now stored in a spare room in his flat and that he wanted me to have them. He then scribbled
down his address, writing on the back of a used envelope he happened to have in his pocket. All too quickly, 
we said our farewells and he shuffled off into the darkness, swallowed up in seconds. I returned here and 
some time passed. 

Then all at once I felt something was not right and so, two weeks ago, when Vincent and Mouse caught me 
going Above yet again, I was on my way to see Louis. I took a cab to the Bronx and soon I was on the sidewalk 
outside his brownstone building. I climbed the steps and rang the bell. I waited and waited and was about to 
leave when I felt sure I had got the address wrong, when the door opened and a man in his eighties stood 
looking at me. I asked him if Louis Mann lived there, and he said he had done so, but no longer, because he 
had died. He asked me who I was, and then told me that Louis had left keys to be given to me, so I could clear 
up his personal effects. I agreed, of course, and made my way to the cast iron and very noisy elevator. His 
room was on the top floor and I was very grateful I didn't have to walk with this old hip of mine," he laughed.

"I found the door, number 9, with its peeling bright green paint. I put the key in the lock and entered. Such a 
bare room, with not much to show for a lifetime on this earth, but the door in the corner seemed to draw me. 
Using the second key, I opened this door. The room was very small and full of canvas paintings covered with 
sheets to keep the dust away. Gently, I pulled the sheets to one side to look at his handiwork and what I saw 
shook me to my very soul..."

Everyone started to say, "Why?"

" ...I therefore decided to bring all these paintings Below and one by one, for the last thirteen nights, that is 
exactly what I have been doing. One at a time by taxi was all I could manage. A trusted Helper met me and 
carried them Below for me, each one securely-wrapped, and here they are behind me, ready for me to show 
to you all!"

Vincent got up to give his father a glass of water to drink. "Drink this, Father, you must be dry with all that 
talking."

"Thank you, Vincent... that was a long speech, was it not?"

"Indeed, and very intriguing."

"So, now is the moment of truth."

Father and Vincent began to remove the sheets and there, one after another along the wall of the Grand Hall 
were revealed the most beautiful portraits. A gasp went up as those assembled were confronted by .... 
themselves!

"Hey, look, that's Mouse."

"And Mary."

"And the children."

"Pascal, you are in this one."

"And your ugly mug, William," cried Cullen laughingly.

"Elizabeth and her painted tunnels."



"Catherine, look, you and I are together," said Vincent as they viewed each one.

"Father," said Vincent, "how can this be?"

"I am at a loss, Vincent, as every detail is so accurate, even down to the cameo brooch on Mary's shawl."

"Father, we have to find the meaning of this."

"I agree, Vincent, but how do you propose to do that?"

"Would you take me there, we can go through the Tunnels to the Bronx and we will take Winslow and 
William."

"Then let us go now and sort this out as soon as possible," agreed the old man. 

So that party prepared to go Above and investigate this unexplained mystery. After warm drinks, the four of 
them wrapped up well and left the home Tunnels heading for the Bronx. The short cuts which Vincent knew 
shortened the journey, and after not too long a walk, they ascended to the surface and were close to the 
artist's home.

"This is the street and this is number 35... here is 33, yes, it is this way. 21, 19, 17, where is it?" The block was 
not there, only rubble indicated that a building had ever been there in the first place.

"I was in that building last night, I saw the old man, went up in the lift and brought out the last picture before 
coming home. How can this be?"

"Father, there has to be a logical reason. Let us go back and try to work it out," said Vincent, in a loving and 
caring way to his father.

Accordingly, the four of them set off back to the home chambers expecting to find the artwork had 
disappeared, as well as the building which had originally housed them. However, on their return, they heard 
banging and knocking sounds as they entered the final tunnel, and once in the Great Hall they saw the last of 
the paintings being hung on the wall.

"Well, at least they haven't dissolved into thin air," said Father as he sat down, glad to get the weight off his 
feet.

"Father," asked Catherine. "What did you find?"

"Nothing, my dear, the building has gone, vanished."

"Because, look at the art now hanging in a line along the long wall." Looking up, everyone gasped.

"Dear God," was all Father could explain, "Dear, dear God."

Each one of the portraits, which had been hung up randomly, sat close to each other on the rock face wall and 
it was as if it was one picture, a continuous painting - a permanent record of their life in oils, of each and 
everyone Below.

"How can this be, Father?" asked Vincent.

"I don't know... you tell me... "

ANY IDEAS?



Well, take your mind back to "When The Bluebird Sings," and the artist Kristopher Gentian. He was... dead... 
yet painted Catherine... And the old warehouse with the Vincent and Catherine oil painting... still wet!!!! He 
was even in Vincent's chamber, so he was able to capture all their faces for his friend, a fellow down-and-out 
artist who also died, leaving his work to... Jacob Wells!

END


